[Study of dynamics and left ventricular function using radioisotopic technics in the heart cavities].
The imaging of the cardiac cavities with appropriate tracer materials (99 m Technetium or 113 m Indium), the recording of intracardiac dilution curves by radionuclide angiography and dynamic studies by gamma cinecardiography give global and regional parameters of left ventricular function which are reliable and reproducible: an index of cardiac output, intracardiac circulation times and ventricular volumes. The assessment of left ventricular contraction and global and regional ejection fractions is facilitated by coupling the gamma camera and the electrocardiogramme and computer analysis of the results. "First passage" recordings may be used to differentiate the right from the left heart chambers. "Equilibrium" studies give detailed information at rest, under stress (or leg-raising) and under pacing and/or trinitrin. Average and maximal rates of contraction derived from the ejection fraction and left ventricular contraction times are indices comparable to the rate of fibre shortening. The calculation or regional parameters point by point such as the ejection fraction, contraction time and ejection volume gives a more accurate and sensitive estimation of left ventricular function than the global left ventricular indices. They are many practical applications in cardiology especially in coronary artery disease: monitoring the changes in the acute phase of myocardial infarction, the selection of patients for aorto-coronary bypass surgery and their pre- and post-operative controls. These non-invasive, easy and reliable cardiac studies justify the development of laboratories of nuclear cardiology within departments of cardiac physiological investigation.